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Introduction

In this paper, using Sweden as an example, the overall aim is to show how international large-scale assessments (ILSA) have become the main way of telling the truth about schooling, teachers, pupils and their relations to society. Our primary interest is on how the educational system receives, acknowledges and adapts to the reasoning transported within and through ILSA (cf. Hacking, 1992). ILSA are elaborated on from a curriculum theoretical perspective. Here, the focus is on education as an institution and the knowledge, norms and values that are selected, ordered and codified in the Swedish educational system in the context of international tests.

Initially, meritocracy is identified as the basis for democracy and comparison in modern welfare societies. We consider meritocracy as a cornerstone for ideas about equality and a competitive assessment culture supported by and closely linked to educational research. In the Nordic countries, educational reforms, policy-making and governance have been closely linked to educational research, especially curriculum studies. Consequently, we approach ILSA and its rise, manifestation and evolution through the relations between educational policy, practice and research. We argue that, due to changes in the Swedish educational system and its context, it is relevant to describe it in terms of a comparative curriculum code.

Meritocracy – a comparison device for democracy and competition

In Sweden, ideas about social differentiation based on merit have been interwoven with ideas about a modern welfare state. As differences in people’s life chances could no longer be legitimized by references to birth, rank or economic status, meritocracy was instead put forward as a device emphasizing democracy that ensured universal access to basic education and equality of life chances. Although individuals have equal access to basic education, their educational trajectories and transfer to different positions in the labour market largely depend on performance and merit.

Even though meritocracy was suggested as a tool for strengthening democracy, it can also reproduce and legitimate social stratification (Littler, 2013) and further elitist forms of democracy (Porter, 1995). Put differently, meritocracy is at the same time a specific reasoning and a state sanctioned technology that promotes the elimination of a traditional heritage based on inequality, and a tool that legitimizes inequalities based on individual achievements. In this interpretation,

---

1 This paper is based on parts of an article (Forsberg, Nihlfors, Pettersson & Skott, 2017) produced in a project on the intersection between curriculum and leadership research.
Meritocracy is considered as a societal concept in which the talented, energetic and ambitious are favoured for their talents due to the interconnectedness between education, merits and social benefits. This critique of how liberal society constructs inequality through ideas of merit is also a central part of British sociologist Michael Young’s satirical novel from 1958, The Rise of the Meritocracy.

However, socioeconomic background, cultural background and ethnicity are still dominant predictors of educational performance. In part, the inability of the educational system to correspond to meritocratic ideals can be understood in relation to the styles of reasoning on which meritocracy rests, such as the conceptualization of talent/intelligence, the ability to discern what is essential knowledge, skills and abilities, whether these are measurable - preferably by means of standardized tests - and whether they are comparable. Ultimately, comparisons are at the heart of making merit intelligible. In sum, educational systems based on meritocracy have advantages and disadvantages for the furthering of democracy.

**Meritocracy and international large-scale assessments (ILSA)**

As a basis for educational evaluation, different meritocratic technologies affect and regulate the entrance, passage and exit of education as well as transfers to the labour market (Forsberg, 2006). This can be highlighted by administrative and pedagogical systems that are designed to assess, evaluate, document and compare students’ performances and school results. In this way, merit also creates typologies of people and schools in terms of success/failure and winners/losers. International large-scale assessments (ILSA) can be analyzed as a technology that is in line with meritocratic ideals and the specific reasoning framing these kinds of assessments.

Society tends to make the incommensurable comparable by reducing it to abstract quantities; a strategy that is most visible in the field of international comparative research (e.g. Durkheim, 1894/1938, cf. Steiner-Khamsi & Waldow, 2012), a forerunner of ILSA. In the late nineteenth century, the production of numbered data was introduced and employed in order to stimulate new visions of the socioeconomic world. It was also linked to the creation and management of the development of the self-defined “democratic” state. Numerical data thus provided more than an “objective way” of seeing reality, in that it “instituted” the reality by creating a “common cognitive space” that could be both observed and described through data (Lussi Borer & Lawn, 2013). After World War II, data was gradually considered to be the most objective way of understanding “reality”.

Beginning in the late 1950s, comparative educational research developed rapidly in terms of research programmes and number of studies and publications (e.g. Forsberg & Pettersson, 2014). This reorganization required a standardized system of accounting. One result of this was the creation of ILSA of students’ performances. The idea behind this development was that if custom and law defined what was educationally permissible within a nation, educational systems beyond national boundaries suggested the educationally possible (Foshay, Thorndike, Hotyat, Pidgeon, & Walker, 1962). This vision was employed when the first international comparative pilot study in mathematics was introduced in the early 1960s and conducted by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA).
This first international large-scale comparative test foreshadowed the exceptional growth of comparative assessment studies that followed and an emergent scientific field based on data and comparisons (Owens, 2013). However, “numbers” have become something more than simply relating to students’ results. They have also become the over-all reasoning of how schools perform, how a country manages, what the future will look like etc.

The practice of comparing in the ILSA tradition has been described in different ways. Here, debates related to comparisons of cases, variables (Nóvoa & Yariv-Mashal, 2003) and countries (Schriewer, 2009) are important for comprehending controversies in the field. Very few educational comparative studies integrate cases and variables on a conceptual basis (Stiegler & Hiebert, 1999) and data from empirical studies is often under-analyzed (Lindblad, Pettersson & Popkewitz, 2015) Further, a quest for a reflexive turn has been emphasized (Schriewer & Martinez, 2004). Today, ILSA are vital for the development of scientific discourses in education and for counteracting theoretical chauvinism (e.g. Archer, 2013).

ILSA create practices that illustrate what is considered real and educationally possible. Also, meritocracy and ILSA facilitate the “leaving” of the old world and an “entrance” into modernity. When introduced in Sweden, ILSA were not regarded as heterologous. The reasoning behind these kinds of assessments was already well-established in the educational system. We will now turn to the Swedish case to show how Swedish educational scholars developed theories and thinking in tandem with the evolution of a specific interpretation of the Swedish welfare system, and how this development created a specific comparative curriculum code. We do this by first of all presenting Swedish educational research that works in tandem with politics and national agencies and continue by illuminating the educational reforms and assessment culture that evolved. This then leads to a discussion about lending and borrowing in relation to ILSA and the comparative curriculum code.

The Swedish case: frames, curriculum code and context
ILSA and the governance of curricula have developed in tandem in Sweden since the introduction of the comprehensive school system in the 1960s. Depending on the outcome of international tests like TIMSS and PISA, Sweden has either been a lender or a borrower of policy and educational programmes.

Swedish educational reformation and researchers as state intellectuals
The interplay between research, politics and national agencies in the launching of the comprehensive school in Sweden gave rise to a specific position for researchers and the interpretation of curriculum studies. The implementation was closely monitored by educational researchers, some of whom served more or less as “state intellectuals”. Torsten Husén, an internationally renowned Swedish researcher who was involved in the establishment and development of IEA was also a significant player in the reformation of the school system (e.g. Husén & Boaldt, 1968). Interested in comparisons of social and economic heritage and the development of a comprehensive school system, Husén embodied two separate yet interrelated themes: the relation between education, social justice and meritocracy, and social efficiency and the allocation of individuals.
During the reformation, Swedish researchers were engaged as instruments for research-based policies. A number of empirical studies were conducted in order to decide on and evaluate the educational reforms. However, there was a sharp dividing line between politicians determining which questions to address and researchers finding the answers (Säfström, 1994). The role that Husén occupied as a “state intellectual” was later followed by others.

Frame factor theory and curriculum codes in context
Urban Dahllöf developed the frame factor theory within the paradigm of “state intellectuals” and paid attention to what at the time was known as the black box of educational research (e.g. Dahllöf, 1967; 1971). Dahllöf inquired whether and how unstreamed groups of students in the comprehensive school system affected classroom processes and school results. He introduced the concept of frames to highlight processes that were beyond the control of teachers and students, but were dependent on policymakers and manageable through reforms.

In the 1970s, Dahllöf’s concept of frames was further elaborated in terms of steering group, curriculum code and context by Ulf P Lundgren when studying classroom processes. Code related to the purpose, content and method of a curriculum in a multilevel way of reasoning that focused on formulation, realization and mediation (Lindensjö & Lundgren, 1986; 2000). In addition, Lundgren demonstrated how the curriculum and the frames were contextualized, historically constituted and based on relations between production and reproduction (Lundgren, 1983). Four curriculum codes manifested in the selection and organization of school knowledge, and norms and values were distinguished as the classical, the moral, the rational and the realistic (e.g. Lundgren, 1977).

During this period, curriculum research in Sweden was primarily presented as a pedagogical problem of the transfer of knowledge from one generation to the next and the part played by education in reproduction (Kallos & Lundgren, 1979). At the same time, a change in emphasis from a positivistic behavioural tradition to research inspired by sociology and history took place. The research of Basil Bernstein and Pierre Bourdieu was now employed in Swedish curriculum studies. Of special relevance for this paper is Bernstein’s codification of educational knowledge in relation to three educational message systems: curriculum, pedagogy and evaluation.

… curriculum defines what counts as valid knowledge, pedagogy defines what counts as valid transmission of knowledge, and evaluation defines what counts as valid realization of this knowledge on the part of the taught (Bernstein, 1975 p. 47).

This quote captures a complex reality that is especially relevant for analyzing the changes and movements of contemporary education (cf. Forsberg, 2011).

Curriculum as a political problem and the linguistic turn
In his studies of curriculum issues in the 1980s, Tomas Englund introduced the curriculum as a political problem and as a site for different groups struggling over education and its content (Englund, 1986). Analyzing the curriculum changes in the twentieth century, Englund suggested that the civic curriculum code consisted of patriarchal, scientific-rational and democratic conceptualizations. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the “linguistic turn” directed attention towards meanings inherent in the curriculum and textbooks (e.g. Östman, 1995; Selander, 1992;
Linné, 1998). Emphases on the political and language have also been significant in the 2000s, often stressing issues of power, discourse, place and time in relation to globalization and its effect on the national curriculum (e.g. Forsberg, 2000; Forsberg & Pettersson 2014; Nordin, 2012; Pettersson, 2008; 2014; Sundberg, 2005).

Policy analyses, pilot studies and evaluations of implementation processes linked to the reformation of education have together established a platform for a rather tight interplay between politics and research. This has furthered the tradition of “state intellectuals” as well as an assessment culture that already from the beginning was linked to international comparative tests as democratic and comparative devices. Although the tradition of researchers as state intellectuals has changed and been reduced in strength, the culture of assessment, including ILSA, has evolved, expanded and become more important.

In the following section we discuss reforms that have had significant impact in the Swedish context and elaborate on the evolvement of an assessment culture relating to policy, practice, research and ILSA.

Swedish educational reforms
The comprehensive school that developed after World War II and was almost exclusively run by local authorities formally emphasized the rights of everyone to an equal education and development on the basis of their own contexts and conditions. This set the agenda for constructing and negotiating the concept of “a school for all” based on meritocracy. Students usually attended schools close to their homes and when tracking was used it took place within the schools.

The welfare state reasoning
The post-war expansion of education made central planning important and further strengthened the interplay between national agencies, politics and researchers (Marklund, 1985). Education was regarded as an essential part of an all-embracing welfare policy based on meritocratic beliefs, and the concept of equality was a guiding principle for reform. Standardization and uniformity, with funding and other important decisions made at the national level, characterized the period (Lindblad & Wallin, 1993). Politics set the priorities and decided on goals and resources to guarantee success. National educational planning included concepts like social engineering and was embedded in a rational paradigm (Forsberg & Pettersson, 2014; cf. Marklund, 2008).

During the 1970s, internal and external push-and-pull factors challenged the perception of the welfare state. Globalization, new communication technologies, unstable political situations and debates about the so-called “knowledge society” changed the relations between policy, the labour market and the economy (SOU, 1990:44), as well as results from the first ILSA. In addition, the better-educated citizen called for more influence. Criticism of the welfare state emphasized the inadequacy of governance, increased costs, inefficiency and task overload (cf. Held, 1997). In spite of implemented school reforms, resource allocations and a changed social and geographical distribution of education, the system did not deliver as expected. Social background was still the best predictor of educational attainment (Härnqvist, 1992). At least in part, the Swedish model, with a strong public sector, was regarded as a problem, rather than an effective instrument for the distribution of welfare, social change and democracy (cf. Forsberg & Lundgren, 2004/2009).
Governance changes on the vertical and horizontal axes

In the last three decades, the Swedish public sector and the education system have been radically and extensively transformed (Englund, 1995; Lundahl et al. 2014; Forsberg & Román 2017). More recently, changes in the governance of Swedish education have taken place on the vertical and horizontal axes and can be seen as expressions of how the relationship between the state, society and the individual has changed.

On the vertical axis, the globalization of education is seen in transfers of policy and participation in programmes initiated by international organizations such as OECD and the EU. At the same time, decentralization and deregulation have distributed responsibilities in new ways, with local authorities now being chiefly responsible for compulsory and upper secondary schools. However, curricula, syllabi and systems for control and evaluation remain at the national level, even though there have been changes over time in the amount of detail and degree of precision.

On the horizontal axis, a number of suppliers of education can be identified, such as private companies and non-profit organizations running independent schools alongside local authority-driven schools. The so-called shadow education sector is also growing, and for example offers homework support (Forsberg et al, 2015). Changes on both the vertical and horizontal axes have together contributed to an increase in the number of players involved in the governance of education. These now include governmental organizations (GOs), non-governmental organizations (NGOs), international governmental organizations (IGOs) and grey-zone actors (Lindblad, Pettersson & Popkewitz, 2015).

Changed frames for education

Since the late 1980s, the number of reforms has significantly changed how education is framed and which knowledge, values and norms are codified in education. There was first a move from centralism, universalism, social engineering and consensus to decentralization, particularism and polarization (Lindblad & Wallin, 1993). The aim of these reforms was to increase democracy, professionalism and efficiency (e.g. Lindblad & Popkewitz, 2001). Later, a movement towards marketization (Lindensjö & Lundgren, 2000) and re-centralization took place (Forsberg & Lundgren 2004/2009), which meant that the state was once again regarded as the key source of action, change, control and evaluation.

Local authorities, local schools and their actors were then made responsible and accountable for the organization of education, the allocation of resources, student achievements and school results. Hard and soft governing instruments rooted in a performance-based discourse were also introduced (Bergh, 2010; Lundahl, 2006; Nytell, 2006). The curriculum and the assessment system became more aligned and international large-scale assessments were included in the national system and discourse on assessment and evaluation (Pettersson, 2008). This period has been described as the reclamation of a more homogeneous and teacher-proof school system, where subject content and knowledge have once again become more nationally uniform (Forsberg & Román, 2014). All in all, changes in governance, curriculum, assessments and their relations have created new frames for education.

The assessment culture of Swedish education
Over the last 25 years there has been a strong emphasis in Swedish education on tests focusing on performance output, in particular ILSA and activities that monitor, value and judge outcomes (cf. Forsberg & Wallin, 2006; Lundahl, 2006). This section describes and analyzes an assessment culture that has grown in both scope and impact.

The Swedish assessment culture is a multilevel phenomenon, with a variety of assessment activities at the international level (large scale assessments and international cooperation on evaluations and inspections), the national level (assessment criteria related to syllabi, grading system, national tests, guidelines for assessment, system for information and involvement of parents, follow-up, evaluation and inspection), among local school boards and agencies (follow up tasks and quality responsibilities) and at the school/classroom level (teachers’ formative and summative assessments of students’ performances). In addition, the requirement for teaching certificates and more differentiated teacher salaries have increased the demand for the documentation of teachers’ performances and qualifications. Conclusively, during the last 20 years of educational reforms in Sweden there has been an intensified formalization of assessment practices in three key arenas: politics/bureaucracy, school practice and educational sciences (cf. Forsberg & Román, 2014). In the following we present three important practices that describe the assessment culture of education in Sweden, namely international assessments, national performance tests and school inspections.

International assessments: legitimacy, stability and the future
Sweden has been involved in international assessments from their inception - at first as one of the co-founders of IEA and later as an active member of OECD and the EU. From the 1960s onwards, international large-scale assessments were regarded as making the process of schooling more effective and as such fitted with the dominant ideology of social engineering and the strong belief of meritocracy for building a “new” society. The discourse on international assessments in Sweden is ongoing and covers several issues. Pettersson (2008) studied the reception of PISA in the Swedish politic/bureaucratic arena and concluded that ILSA as important sources of information are used differently by various actors in different ways, depending on their purposes and goals. International tests, and the national discussions that they lead to, reflect the actors’ views of education. The meaning-making of ILSA that takes place in the context of politics, administration and the media and is used to describe educational visions of the future. Moreover, ILSA are used to distribute shame, blame or glory (cf. Steiner-Khamsi, 2004). In the media, the assessments often serve as a marker of legitimation and are used as arguments for stability and change (e.g. Forsberg & Román, 2014).

National performance tests: the importance of “numbers”
The former practice of more complex assessment tools and the use of formative assessments are now on the wane. One reason for this is that numerical marks are more clear-cut and, paradoxically, may appear more informative than more elaborated verbal assessments (Forsberg & Lundahl, 2006). Another reason is linked to the marketization of the school system and the school reform in the 1990s that enabled parents and students to make informed decisions about which school to attend. As a result, schools now market themselves in order to attract students. Accordingly, the grading system and ILSA have an economic function, in that schools need students in order to survive (Lundahl et al. 2010).
In Sweden, the previous national system involved the testing of students’ proficiencies by means of national tests. From the 1940s up to the middle of the 1990s, these national tests were based on a system of norm-referenced grades. The main aim of the tests was to standardize teacher grading. In a first wave of reforms in the 1990s, a new grading system was introduced to coincide with new curricula and syllabi. At the same time, national tests were introduced in three subjects in year 9 to serve as professional guidance and to complement other kinds of assessments performed by an individual teacher. During a second wave of reforms, the number and extent of national tests gradually increased and laid a stronger foundation for summative evaluations. The purpose of the national tests has changed from primarily being a tool for professional guidance to being a guardian of meritocratic ideology (cf. Lundahl, 2006).

National inspections: new ways of legitimating meritocracy
Starting in 2003, all schools in Sweden have been inspected over a six-year cycle. A control of output was introduced in an organizational tradition that previously mainly targeted input, processes and school development. Consequently, control of performance is now seen as a prerequisite for improvement, as well as a gatekeeper for meritocracy and students’ life chances. In 2008, the Swedish Schools Inspectorate became an agency in its own right, with strengthened responsibilities and intensified inspections.

School inspection dates back to the 1860s and its purpose, function, intensity and scope have varied over time. In the first wave of extensive school reforms in the 1990s, inspection was based on control. An overall pattern of change can be identified in the state’s use of inspection as a mode of governance in local authority- and independent schools. There has also been a shift in focus from the inspection of soft aspects, such as norms and values, to hard issues like knowledge and attainment (Lindgren et al. 2012). This change is closely connected with new inspection techniques and a growing reliance on evidence from national and international tests. When state inspections focus on these aspects of education, research and practice do the same.

The comparative curriculum code
In the new context of Swedish education, changes in governance on both the vertical and horizontal axes have taken place with regard to how education is formulated, realized and mediated. Major and critical reforms concern the extended assessment culture and ILSA, now a regular component in the national test system. In recent decades, several debates, also identified in international reviews of educational research, have characterized Swedish policymaking and research. Most of the themes are closely related to changes in the assessment culture and the increased use of national and international tests. These themes include the consequences of restructuring and accountability and the tracking and keeping track of students. Further, value added models and high-stake testing are among the topics discussed (cf. Saha & Dworkin, 2009).

What, then, are the implications for the codification of educational knowledge, norms and values considering the new educational context, the framing of education policy, practice and research and the governance system, including the assessment culture and its national and international practices? Although we argue that it is relevant to introduce a new curriculum code, we do not regard earlier codes as outdated – on the contrary many aspects of them are still current and relevant. However, major shifts have taken place and the former relatively self-referencing national system has been influenced by and directly linked to international activities and global
changes impacting the relation between society and education. Thus, the code encompasses ideas and activities that are significant at the societal/ideological level, the curriculum level and the teaching and classroom level (Lundgren, 1989).

Meritocracy - the foundation of the comparative curriculum code
Like modernity, the comparative curriculum code is anchored in the meritocratic ideal, which emerged as an important symbol of a fair allocation of life chances relative to student achievement and as a combination of intelligence/ability and effort/performance. Achievements, grades, exams and entrance to higher education or working life are expected to be established by comparisons based on specific criteria, or in relation to the performances of other individuals. With comparison at the hub of the educational system, the foundation for a new curriculum code is set.

Globalization, the knowledge economy and competition
Today's educational landscape of governance is multilevel, multifaceted and complex. This is mostly due to globalization processes, new technologies and discourses on the knowledge society, with a special focus on the knowledge economy and competition. Restricted to education, the latter includes competition amongst individuals, schools and the national educational system; ILSA being an instrument of the latter.

A key issue is a lack of legitimacy with special reference to shortcomings in the mission and efficiency of the welfare state as well as students’ results and school performances in national and international tests. The establishment of a school market and voucher system can be seen as indications of the competitive nature of the Swedish educational scene. In some ways, being able to choose which school to attend has enhanced the influence of parents and students, but has also made schools more vulnerable. In fact, a damaged reputation may result in the closure of a school. In a challenged system – marked by changes in the distribution of authority, responsibility and accountability – issues of control and complexity reduction enter the policy-making agenda and the management arena.

Reduction of complexity – measurability, numbers and quantification
Comparisons based primarily on data relating to students’ performances have strong implications for the standardization and formalization of education. Quantification, ranking, clear-cut and evaluable objectives, standards and curricula have all become popular political tools for school management. In order to assist both policy and practice, shortcuts to knowledge about the educational system are provided through research reviews on practice-relevant issues. Here, a number of different knowledge brokers have appeared, such as the newly established Swedish Institute for Educational Research.

In sum, standardization, the evidence movement, an empirical turn in research and the educational assessment culture as a whole have contributed techniques for the collection and selection of data, documentation, evaluation, ranking and dissemination of performance and results. In the reduction of complexity, ILSA tell stories about success and failure, trends and possible futures to come. In addition, the relation between policy, practice and research is rewritten.
Simplification of the educational mission and forms of knowledge
With comparison as the guiding principle for the selection and transfer of knowledge, and learning assessments and standardization, formalization and measurable evidence as ways of handling complexity, the risk of simplifying the educational mission and forms of knowledge is evident. The Swedish Education Act and the curriculum emphasize the different democratic values and knowledge that schools are expected to safeguard, employ and promote.

However, the curricular and pedagogical message systems are less in focus than the evaluation system and the overall assessment culture, including ILSA. We have identified a shift from input and processes to output, where curriculum is side-lined and where there is a risk of regarding knowledge and values as separate entities. Similarly, knowledge tends to be reduced to prescribed and measurable knowledge. Also, the pedagogy and transfer system is affected, with diagnoses, keeping track and documentation now becoming more prominent aspects of the transfer process.

With reference to Hopmann (2003), we conclude that several findings indicate that Sweden has abandoned the German Didaktik tradition of process control in favour of the performativity product control model used in the Anglo-Saxon world. The former is characterized by professional self-control and self-evaluation, whereas the latter mainly focuses on outcome and efficiency – aspects that are especially prominent in national and international assessment cultures.
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